Dear Parents and Teachers,
On behalf of Van Nuys Airport (VNY), I want to thank you for taking
the time to visit with us. We have developed this activity book to
introduce students to the exciting world of aviation.
For most people, only pilots and flight attendants come to mind
when they think of airports. However, there are countless careers
in the field of aviation, including air traffic controllers, mechanics,
engineers, accountants, police officers, marketing professionals,
operations staff and many more.
As a general aviation airport, VNY is dedicated to introducing
children to the joys of travel, the important role transportation
plays in our lives and the aviation industry.
If you have questions or would like to schedule a tour, please contact
the Public and Community Relations Department at 818-442-6526.
We hope your student enjoys the journey as we take flight!

Diana M. Sanchez
Public & Community Relations Director
Van Nuys Airport

As a covered entity under Title ll of the Americans with Disabilities Act, the City of Los Angeles does not discriminate
on the basis of disability and, upon request, will provide reasonable accommodations to ensure equal access to its programs,
services and activities. Alternative formats in large print, braille, audio and other formats (if possible), will be provided upon request.
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Here is a word puzzle.
Fill in the blanks below with the
letters found in the arrow.
1. The building where airplanes are kept.
2. The city in which this airport is located.
3. The propeller makes a very strong _____.
4. The airplanes land and take off here.
5. These trucks are used to help in all kinds of
emergencies.
6. The place from which aircraft operate.
7. It can take off straight up!
8. Airplanes have at least two of these.

Van Nuys Airport is one of the busiest

GENERAL
airports in the worldl
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Can you find
these words?
PILOT
TRANSPORT
LANDING
HOTEL
BJPLANE

HELICOPTER
PROPELLER
AIRPORT
AVIATION
RUNWAY

ll1f)
Sl�1lll
YAN NUYS
STUDENT
TAKEOFF
TOWER
JET
TIE DOWN

MECHANIC
RUDDER
ENGINE
HANGAR
TAXIWAY
WINGS

Pl LOTABCBACFEHAYEBUA
AVMDRGIBQXTCWOBMOTEK
EPRNAQZVGTRATZCXLATS
IBLANDINGZUSKEPMDXYA
OUTLSABVANNUYSEZVIZG
UISIPGXTMEWVNTFOTWVL
YVTEORICVZAYIUGVAAMN
WIMTRQPTAPYXXDHOZYTE
XOHOTELTRATAKEOFFVMI
HGEZYXWVUTSRQNQAATOV
ESJKUNTVKIASETZXZVFT
LBBIPLANEENSZTOWERRX
ISN�RPTESDIEVJLHITMA
CNAIOSARTOLEMECHANIC
OHMEUAHOEWRNZTLAXPGA
PROPELLERNCNVRENGINE
TCLAIRPORTATCULGHICK
EOACLOPEENVELDCAHREA
RWIAWINGSORLYDLRVNYQ
PKNMIMIARITIGEROLPMD
AVIATIONTXVHERCULESQ
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Have a Heart!
Many aircraft at Van Nuys Airport are used to help sick people. Some of them fly sick
or injured people to far away hospitals. These aircraft are also used to pick up and
deliver important organs used in transplant operations. Can you guide the pilot to the
HEART? Here's the flight plan. Find your way to the heart u ing only words that can
be made from the letters in the word : "The Airport."

THE AIRPORT
PAIR

NEED WIND LAND

HAIR CLOUD

SKY

FLY

IT

RUN

HOP

GO

JUMP

PORT

WIRE WING

POLE

CAR

ROAD

NOSE

ROPE HAND

HIGH

TEA

SLOW

NOW

POT

DAY

RACE

FAST

LOW

TIRE

. 6.

RAT
TAPE

Can you help guide the water
dropping helicopter to the forest fire?
There are a lot of helicopters at Van Nuys
Airport. Many of them are owned by the
City of Los Angeles Fire Department. Some
hold large amounts of water which can be
dropped on burning hillsides when they
catch fire. This is especially helpful during
the dry months. Can you think of other uses
for the helicopters at Van Nuys Airport?
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Here is a crossword puzzle
for you to solve.
2
3
4
3

6
4
5

ACROSS
1. What can fly and rhymes with met?
2. What city is this airport in?
3. What looks like cotton in the sky?
4. What can fly and rhymes with cane?
5. Where does an airplane fly?
6. What do airplanes and birds need to fly?
7. What can fly and drops water on fires?

7
6

7

DOWN
1. What makes airplanes and cars run?
2. What can fly and rhymes with nerd?
3. Who repairs an airplane?
4. What does an airplane land on?
5. What is worn in an airplane for
safety?
6. What does Vinny enjoy most?
7. Who flies airplanes?
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What's the secret This is the pilot's
alphabet. Can you
word?
spell your nante?
Example:

AMY

Alpha

When you tilt the paper away
from you and look from the
bottom of the page, the secret
word appears.
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

Mike

Yankee

Alpha (al-fah)
Bravo (brah-voh)
Charlie (char-lee)
Delta (dell-tah)
Echo (eek-oh)
Foxtrot (foks-trot)
Golf (golf)
Hotel (hob-tel)
India (in-dee-ah)
Juliet (jew-lee-ett)
Kilo (kee-loh)
Lima (lee-mah)
Mike (mike)
November (no-vem-ber)
Oscar (oss-car)
Papa (pah-pah)
Quebec (keh-beck)
Romeo (row-me-oh)
Sierra (see-air-rah)
Tango (tang-go)
Uniform (you-nee-form)
Victor (vic-ter)
Whiskey (wiss-key)
X-ray (eeks-ray)
Yankee (yang-key)
Zulu (zoo-loo)

How can airplanes fly?
In order for an airplane to overcome the Earth's gravity and rise into the
air, it must be acted upon by a lift force. This is supplied mainly by the
airplane's w!ngs. The wings are built in a ':ay that
ly
d�
more rap
causes the alf to flow further and
�
past the top of the wing than it does the
�
bottom of the wing. As a result, the
pressure (force) below the wing is
greater than the top. This "pushes" the
airplane up into the air. This is the lift force
needed to overcome the gravity of the Earth.

�-========

How do pilots make the
plane go up and down?
On the tail of the airplane are things called
"elevators." From inside the cockpit the pilot
can make these move up or down. If the
elevators are moved up, the plane goes down.
And if the elevators are moved down, the plane
goes up.

How do pilots make the
airplane turn to the right
or to the left?
At the very end of the airplane is the "tail,"
like on a dog or cat. But this tail is very
elevators
different ... and very important. The "rudder"
is located within the tail. It swings from side to side. If the pilot wants to
turn left, he moves the rudder to the left. If he wants to turn to the right,
he moves the rudder to the right.

Okay, but what makes
the plane go forward?
We thought you'd never ask. The plane moves forward because of the "thrust"
supplied by the propellers or jet engines. Airplanes are built to be very "sleek" in
order to reduce as much "drag" as possible and cut through the air.
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16461 Sherman Way, Suite 300
Van Nuys, California 91406
818.442.6526
www.iflyvny.com

